Let v = ef + 1 be a prime power, and consider G the cyclic group of order v -1 with e cosets C, of order / defined as C, = { i ' ' * ' : 0 S / ' S / -l } and O S / S f -1 , where x is a primitive element of GF(p") and a generator of G. By using these cosets we give a simple construction for certain classes of Supplementary Difference Sets, Difference Sets, and Szekeres Difference Sets. These classes are not new, but the simple method of construction is original.
By using cosets of the cyclic group G of order c -1 (t a prime power) we give a simple construction for the following classes of Supplementary Difference Sets, Difference Sets, and Szekeres Difference Sets. We will be using the parameter v = ef + 1 = p a (a prime power) and the issociated cyclic group G, of order v -1, which is the multiplicative group of the ield GF(p a ). The cosets of G will be defined as
Supplementary Difference Sets
vhere x is a primitive element of GF(p") and a generator of G. The basic concepts of group theory and linear algebra have been assumed, "or any reference to group theory see M. Hall Jr. (1959) .
We shall be concerned with collections in which repeated elements are :ounted multiply rather than with sets. If T, and T 2 are two collections (or sets), hen Ti & T 2 will denote the adjunction of T, to T 2 with total multiplicities etained. We will use square brackets [ ] to denote collections and braces { } to ienote sets.
The class product of two collections (or sets) T, and T 2 will be denoted by T, A T 2 which is defined as
The transpose of a coset, CT, will be defined as -C, where 
s=0
LEMMA 4. / / C, is a coset of G then 
«=0
We will start by considering the collection of differences between the elements of Q. This collection is given by
Now equation (3) corresponds to C, A C T
, (see lemma 1) with the terms that add to zero excluded. Thus the collection of differences between the elements of any coset C, will be given by '&a s C s (where ' j a , = / -l )
We will talk about the collection of differences between elements of any coset Q in terms of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700015305
Thus in the totality of differences from the cosets every non-zero elements occur ( / -1) times and the e cosets C, of order / form e-{v;f;f-l} supplementary difference sets. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700015305
It can easily be seen that the differences between the elements of d and {0} will give C, and -C, = Cl Thus the collection of differences of {0} U Q will be given by
'& a s C s &C&Cl
Now the totality of differences from the set of cosets will be '& ('& a,C, +l &C i+l & Cl) = {f~\)G&G&G = (/+l)G.
As every non-zero element occurs ( / + 1) times, we have e -{v;f + l;f + 1} supplementary difference sets. The proof is similar to that for Lemma 6 and Theorem 8. 
